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Innovative management of

printers and toners
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Princity helps 
companies reduce

of their printing 
costs

up to 40%
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Complete insights 
about printers

Checks the amount 
of printed pages

Pro-actively orders 
supplies

Detects crashes 
automatically

Why is it worth

installing Princity?
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Management of 
the device in the 

cloud

Princity manages all print device 
regardless of geographic locatior 
Automatically detects all networl 
devices, giving precise informatio 
on the state of your devices

Princity supports network devices as well as 

devices locally connected
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Princity measures printed pages 
on devices. Calculates costs and 
assigns them to location and MPK. 
As the only one tool can calculate 
print on networked devices and 
connected locally

Settlement printed 
pages
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Algorithms implemented in 
Princity help automatically order 
new supplies before the previous 
ones run out. Integration with the 
shipping companies means infor- 
mation about where your material 
is located can be accessed imme- 
diately

Proactive delivery 
supplies
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Princity detects device and supply 
failures and gives the exact error code

Management of failures



How does Princity reduce printing 
costs?

Total consumption of supplies saves up to 20% 
of their purchase costs

Princity allows you to choose and purchase the optimal supplies. 

 This reduces printing costs by up to 30% 

Princity reduces service costs by more than half due to fast diagnosis, infor- 

mation about the cause of the failure and the need to call for service. An extra 

employee to support printing devices is not needed 

Princity will highlight the most overloaded and expensive equipment
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We create a unique mechanism for each model family in order to 
download data from printers. We currently support over 

5000 printers  

both network and local

We support all devices on the market 
specific in a unique way
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Advanced 
reports

Reports will help you 
 in efficient printing  

management 
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Advanced 

filtering 

Secure web 

hosting

Audit of 

the institution

Flexible price 

model

Graphic 

arrangement

Princity allows you to fully modify the look 
and feel of the application. Princity can 
also work on your server and under your 

domain

Other functionality
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API for easy integration 
with Princity

Princity open APIs for easy integration 

with accounting systems and 

storage systems. 

Princity perfectly 

matches your infrastructure
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Security

The connection between the Agent application and the server is secured 
using TLS with two-sided authentication. The Agent Setup comes with a set 

of X509 ** based authentication credentials 

Princity data is stored on Microsoft Azure servers so you can be 100% sure of service 

availability and security of information storage
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Partners program

The partners program is for firm that sells printers 
and supplies. With Princity you can offer your 
customers a unigue service

What does Princity give:

Integrate the solution with your own supples store 

White Label solution: Your customers see only your logo and branding 

Increased sales of consumables and customer relationships

Settlement per printed page


